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Abstract: The development of fluorometric detection methods for toxic metal ions in real samples
and inside cellular environments using fluorescent dyes has gained tremendous research interest.
This work represents the design and synthesis of a 1,8-naphthalimide-based visible light absorbing
fluorescence probe His-NMI-Bu showing an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) feature. Photophys-
ical properties of the fluoroprobe are investigated in-depth through a combination of steady-state,
time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, and DFT calculation. The probe displays outstanding pH
tolerance in the pH range of 5–10 as evident from UV–Vis. and fluorescence measurements. The
fluoroprobe exhibits chelation with Hg2+-induced fluorescence attenuation via PET in the solution,
thus acting as a suitable fluorescence sensor for mercury ions with LOD 0.52 µM. The high sensitivity
and selectivity of the probe towards Hg2+ are validated from fluorescence titration with various
metal ions. Banking on its intriguing solid-state emissive properties, dye-loaded filter paper-based
sensing of Hg2+ is also developed demonstrating the sensitivity in the micromolar range. Finally,
His-NMI-Bu fluorophore depicts its selective localization inside the lysosomal compartment of live
cells which assists further to monitor the presence of mercury ions inside the lysosome showing
similar Hg2+-induced fluorescence depletion.

Keywords: heavy metal toxicity; naphthalimide dye; solid-state emission; mercury ion detection;
paper-based sensing; lysosomal imaging; organelle-selective fluoroprobe

1. Introduction

In a large family of heavy metals, mercury (Hg) is well-regarded as one of the most
toxic and poisonous heavy elements having an adverse effect on living organisms. Due to
its harmful and reactive nature, it can be directly exposed to the skin, respiratory system,
and gastrointestinal tissues of the living body [1,2]. Accumulation of an elevated amount
of mercury ion in our body causes DNA damage, dysfunction of the cardiovascular and
central nervous systems, metabolic disorder, and also affects mitosis [3]. Because of the mul-
tiple detrimental effects caused by mercury, there has been aroused significant attention to
researchers on effective and real-time detection of a trace amount of this well-known toxic
element in the surrounding environment as well as biological systems [4]. The researchers
employed several techniques for the detection of mercury ions, for instance, electrochemical
methods [5,6], atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) and atomic fluorescence spectrometry
(AFS) [7], inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry [8], polarography and chromatog-
raphy [9–11]. Unfortunately, these techniques are one step behind in terms of effectiveness
due to high instrumental cost, intricated operation procedures, and the requirement of a
long time. On the other hand, fluorescence-based assay embraced by high selectivity and
sensitivity, low sample cost, convenient visualization, greater detection limit, and on-site
detection offers plenty of opportunities to address the detection issue by the abovemen-
tioned techniques [12–17]. To date, fluorescent probes developed for mercury ions can be
classified into different categories—nanomaterials-based probes, fluorophores made of
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organic small molecules, metal-organic materials, and aptamer-based probes. The fluores-
cent sensors made of small fluorescent molecules have been a preferable choice to detect
mercury ions due to accessing desired photophysical properties of the fluorophores and its
control function guided by molecular engineering [18–24]. Scientists have exploited vari-
ous mechanisms responsible for mercury ion detection such as resonance energy transfer,
photoinduced electron transfer, chelation-induced fluorescence alteration, and aggregation-
induced emission [18]. Upon exposure to poisonous Hg2+ ion inside a living system, it can
be widely found in cellular organelles specifically lysosomes.

The lysosome is a membrane-bound important organelle with an assemblage of more
than 50 degradative enzymes in the eukaryotic cell [25–27]. In the lysosomal compartment,
the enzymes promote the metabolic process of protein, and carbohydrates at an optimal pH
range of 4.5–5.5 (acidic medium), thence it is often called an “enzyme warehouse” [28,29].
Hence, a slight alteration in the acidic environment spawned by pH change and deficiency of
any enzyme promotes lysosomal malfunctions and eventually results in lysosomal storage
diseases [30,31]. Apart from these, the lysosome is immensely involved in cell growth and
signaling and several biological events such as energy metabolism, cell membrane repair,
and cellular homeostasis [32,33]. The recent literature has disclosed that the presence of any
reactive and harmful chemical species in the lysosomal environment disrupts its normal
functions which can ultimately induce serious diseases such as cancer, lipid storage disor-
der, cardiovascular disease, and so on [34,35]. It is well-known fact that the accumulation
of heavy metal ions such as Hg2+ can be found more in lysosomes among the subcellular
organelles. In comparison to a vast number of fluorescent probes utilized for Hg2+ detection
in the environment, organelle targeting Hg2+ detecting probes remain elusive in the past
literature [36–41]. Hence, considering the aforementioned concerns, there has been provoked
an urgent need to develop fluorescent probes to screen the lysosomal environment as well
as the accumulation of mercury ions inside the lysosomal compartment. Influenced by this
fact, in this work, we have designed and synthesized 1,8-naphthalene monoimide–histidine-
conjugated a new fluorescent sensor His-NMI-Bu to detect mercury ions inside the lysosomal
compartment (Scheme 1). During the last few decades, 1,8-naphthalimide (1,8-NI) embel-
lished with an electron-deficient rigid aromatic core has been popularized as a promising
fluorophore in the family of rylene dyes [42]. The small and special chemical structure of
1,8-NIs has endued them to hold some unique properties such as high absorption coefficient
and fluorescence quantum yield, outstanding thermal, chemical, and photostability, tuneable
redox activity, and greater electron affinity [43,44]. Enriched by these features, the 1,8-NI dye
and its derivatives have displayed their real applications in the field of fluorescent sensing,
bioimaging, anti-cancer activity, circularly polarized luminescence, organic solar cell, organic
transistors, organic light-emitting diodes, and so forth [45–51]. Among these areas, this fasci-
nating chromophore has cherished its extensive contribution for a long time as bioimaging
probes mainly because of its high brightness, excellent photostability, notable biocompatibility,
good water solubility, and membrane permeability [52–55]. His-NMI-Bu also possesses the
aforesaid features which have made it an ideal fluorophore for lysosomal imaging in addition
to Hg2+ sensing inside the cellular system. The design strategy of the histidine-appended
NMI probe behind lysosomal imaging lies in the fact that the pKa value of histidine (~6.0)
suits the fluoroprobe to target specifically lysosome having a pH range of 4.5–6.0. The probe
is fully characterized by NMR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, spectroscopic techniques, and
theoretical calculations. In addition to that, the detection of Hg2+ is established thorough spec-
troscopic and microscopic investigations using live cell imaging experiments. The fluoroprobe
featured excellent solid-state emissive characteristics and displays its potential in paper-based
sensing of mercury ions.
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of detection of mercury and lysosomal imaging using His-NMI-
Bu fluoroprobe. 
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used as received. 4-Bromo-1,8-Naphthalic anhydride, L-histidine, and n-butylamine were 
purchased from TCI, Alfa Aesar, and Spectrochem, respectively. Metal salts such as mer-
cury chloride (HgCl2) and copper sulfate (CuSO4·5H2O) were also purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. The other salts are purchased given as cobaltous nitrate hexahydrate 
[Co(NO3)2·6H2O], cadmium acetate dihydrate [Cd(OAc)2·2H2O), and manganese chloride 
tetrahydrate [MnCl2·4H2O] from otto, calcium chloride (CaCl2) from SDFCL, lead chloride 
(PbCl2) from Sigma-Aldrich, sodium chloride (NaCl), zinc chloride (ZnCl2), aluminium 
chloride (AlCl3) and ferric chloride (FeCl3) from SDFCL, Spectrochem, and Rankem, re-
spectively, and used as received. All the spectroscopic grade solvents such as ACN, 
DMSO, EtOH, THF, 1,4-Dioxane, CHCl3, and DMF were purchased from SRL. 
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The stock solutions of 1.0 mM concentration of dye were made in spectroscopic grade 
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state absorption measurements were carried out using Shimadzu UV-1800 spectropho-
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rescence measurements and kinetics were performed using the HORIBA Jobin Yvon 
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were recorded using a 1 cm path-length quartz cuvette and both excitation and emission 
slits were kept at 1.5 nm. All the experiments were carried out at room temperature (295 
K) as otherwise mentioned. Relative fluorescence QY of the probe in different solvents 
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of detection of mercury and lysosomal imaging using His-NMI-Bu
fluoroprobe.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals

All the solvents and reagents were purchased from commercial sources and were
used as received. 4-Bromo-1,8-Naphthalic anhydride, L-histidine, and n-butylamine were
purchased from TCI, Alfa Aesar, and Spectrochem, respectively. Metal salts such as
mercury chloride (HgCl2) and copper sulfate (CuSO4·5H2O) were also purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. The other salts are purchased given as cobaltous nitrate hexahydrate
[Co(NO3)2·6H2O], cadmium acetate dihydrate [Cd(OAc)2·2H2O), and manganese chloride
tetrahydrate [MnCl2·4H2O] from otto, calcium chloride (CaCl2) from SDFCL, lead chloride
(PbCl2) from Sigma-Aldrich, sodium chloride (NaCl), zinc chloride (ZnCl2), aluminium
chloride (AlCl3) and ferric chloride (FeCl3) from SDFCL, Spectrochem, and Rankem, re-
spectively, and used as received. All the spectroscopic grade solvents such as ACN, DMSO,
EtOH, THF, 1,4-Dioxane, CHCl3, and DMF were purchased from SRL.

2.2. Steady-State Measurement

The stock solutions of 1.0 mM concentration of dye were made in spectroscopic
grade DMSO. The concentration of dye was kept at 10 µM for all the measurements.
All steady-state absorption measurements were carried out using Shimadzu UV-1800
spectrophotometer using 1 cm path-length quartz cuvettes. All solvent-dependent steady-
state fluorescence measurements and kinetics were performed using the HORIBA Jobin
Yvon Fluorolog 3 and Origin 8.0 software provided with the instrument. Fluorescence
spectra were recorded using a 1 cm path-length quartz cuvette and both excitation and
emission slits were kept at 1.5 nm. All the experiments were carried out at room temperature
(295 K) as otherwise mentioned. Relative fluorescence QY of the probe in different solvents
was determined using fluorescein as reference dye (ΦFl = 0.95 in aqueous 0.1 N NaOH) by
following the equation mentioned below.

Φs= Φr ×
(
1 − 10−Absr

)(
1 − 10−Abss

) × n2
s

n2
r
× As

Ar

Φs and Φr are the fluorescence QY of the sample and reference, Abss and Absr are
the absorbance of the sample and reference at the excitation wavelength, ns and nr are
refractive indexes of the solvents for the sample and reference, As and Ar are considered
as respective areas of emission for the sample and reference dye (Fluorescein ΦFl = 0.95 in
0.1 N NaOH).
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2.3. Time-Resolved Single Photon Counting Studies (TCSPC)

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements were carried out using a Hamamatsu MCP
photomultiplier (R-3809U-50) a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup.
The pulse diode laser for excitation was taken as λex = 470 nm having full width and half
maxima 167 ps and the target count was set up to 10,000. The emission polarizer was fixed
at a specific angle (magic angle = 54.7◦) with respect to the vertically aligned excitation
polarizer. The fitting of the decay was performed using mono, bi, and tri-exponential fitting
parameters following the iterative deconvolution method using the software Eztime. All
the measurements were performed at room temperature (295 K). The concentration of the
fluoroprobe during measurements was kept at 10 µM.

2.4. Solid-State Photophysical Studies

For absorption and emission measurements, the solid sample of the probe was thoroughly
mixed with BaSO4. The UV–Vis. absorption spectrum was recorded for the BaSO4-mixed
powder sample in the Cary-5000 spectrophotometer following the diffusion reflectance spec-
troscopy method. The solid-state emission spectra were measured by putting the sample in
a sample holder kept at magic angle (54.7◦). The absolute quantum yield was measured by
using a BaSO4-coated integrating sphere. For both measurements, the sample was excited at
430 nm and the emission range was fixed in the 440–750 nm region.

2.5. pH Titration and Fluorescence Titration with Metal Ions

The pH measurements were performed using an Oakton pH meter (pH 700). The
measurements of absorption and fluorescence at different pH were carried out using 5 µM
dye concentration at room temperature. For the pH-dependent absorption and fluorescence
experiments, we used different buffer solutions such as acetate (pH = 5.0), MES (pH = 6.2),
PBS (pH = 7.4), HEPES (pH = 8.0), and bicarbonate (pH = 10.0) buffers.

Fluorescence titration of the probe with different metals was performed using the
Fluorolog instrument. The stock solution of probe and metal salts was prepared as 1 mM
in DMSO and 10 mM in Milli-Q water, respectively. Emission spectra were recorded by
exciting the probe at 450 nm wavelength with slit width 1.5/1.5 nm and the emission range
was kept at 460–750 nm. The concentration of probe and metal ions were kept at 10 µM
and 100 µM, respectively, in MES buffer. The metal salts were considered for this study
as mentioned, HgCl2, NaCl, ZnCl2, PbCl2, CaCl2, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, MnCl2·4H2O, FeCl3,
AlCl3, CuSO4·5H2O, and Cd(OAc)2·2H2O.

2.6. Job’s Plot

To get an idea about the binding stoichiometry between the probe and Hg2+, Job’s
plot experiment was performed following the fluorescence titration method. Fluorescence
titration was carried out at different ratios of the probe–mercury ion while maintaining the
total concentration of 10 µM in MES buffer with pH 6.2. The binding ratio was obtained
from ∆I·χHis-NMI-Bu vs. χHis-NMI-Bu plot where ∆I = change in intensity at 560 nm during
the experiment and χHis-NMI-Bu = mole fraction of His-NMI-Bu.

2.7. NMR Spectroscopy and Mass Spectrometry
1H NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometer in DMSO-d6 solvent. The

chemical shift was reported in ppm scale with respect to the residual solvent signal at
δ = 2.54 ppm in DMSO-d6 at 500 MHz. For the 13C NMR, the frequency was consid-
ered 126 MHz. The high-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were recorded on Bruker mass
spectrometer using methanol as eluent.

2.8. Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculation

Ground state optimized geometry and electronic distribution of frontiers molecular
orbitals (FMOs) for His-NMI-Br, His-NMI-Bu, and His-NMI-Bu + Hg2+ complex was
determined by performing density functional theory (DFT) calculation in the gaseous state
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using Gaussian 16 program at the CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory. The cartesian
coordinates and detailed energy values of FMOs are given in supporting information (SI).

2.9. Cell Culture and Imaging

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), and penicillin–
streptomycin antibiotic cocktail were purchased from HiMedia (Mumbai, India). The glass-
bottom imaging dishes were purchased from Ibidi (Gräfelfing, Germany). The confocal
imaging experiments were performed with Olympus FV 3000 Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope (LSM) equipped with a live cell imaging setup. The acquired images were
processed using cellSens v3.2 (Olympus).

2.10. Culture Method

The baby hamster kidney cells (BHK-21) and human cervical cancer cells (HeLa) were
obtained from NCCS, Pune, India. The cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with
10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) antibiotic cocktail in 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C temperature. After
culturing the cells for 24–36 h, they were grown to 75–80% confluency in the glass-bottom
imaging dishes for 24 h, and further imaging experiments were performed.

2.11. Confocal Microscopy

The confocal microscopy was performed using 488 nm and 561 nm excitation laser
sources. The corresponding emission channels were 500–540 nm and 570–630 nm, re-
spectively. The confocal aperture (pinhole size) and dwell time were 1.0 Airy Disk unit
8 µs/pixel, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Synthesis

The synthesis of the fluoroprobe His-NMI-Bu followed two consequent steps (Scheme 2).
In the first step, L-histidine moiety was introduced on anhydride position of 4-bromo-1,8-
naphthalic anhydride. After that, n-butylamine was incorporated at the 4-position of His-NMI-
Br via nucleophilic substitution reaction. The detailed synthetic procedures of both derivatives
and their preliminary characterizations (Figures S1–S6) have been described below.
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of the fluoroprobe His-NMI-Bu.

His-NMI-Br (B): L-histidine (279.27 mg, 1.80 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of water
and allowed to stir for 30 min. Then, an ethanol solution (13.5 mL) of 4-bromo 1,8-naphthalic
anhydride (A) (500 mg, 1.80 mmol) was added to the histidine solution in stirring condition.
The mixed solution was refluxed at 100 ◦C for 8 h. After the completion of the reaction,
the reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature and the white precipitate was
formed at the bottom of the solution. The precipitate was filtered with repeated washing
with CHCl3 as a solvent and dried under air affording the desired compound (B) as a
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white powder (649 mg). Yield–86%. The chemical purity of the synthesized compound was
confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.60 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 8.34 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H),
8.25 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 8.05–8.01 (m, 1H), 7.37 (s, 1H), 6.69 (s, 1H), 5.77 (dd, J = 9.9, 5.0 Hz,
1H), 3.44 (dd, J = 15.1, 5.1 Hz, 1H), 3.34 (dd, J = 15.0, 9.9 Hz, 1H).

13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 25.5, 53.2, 121.2, 122.0, 128.0, 128.7, 128.8, 129.3,
129.6, 131.2, 131.7, 131.9, 132.7, 132.9, 134.4, 134.5, 162.2, 170.3.

His-NMI-Bu (C): Compound (B) (100 mg, 0.241 mmol), n-butylamine (88.13 mg,
1.205 mmol) were taken in a Biotage microwave vial (2–5 mL capacity) and the tube was
sealed with aluminum cap fitted with Teflon. Then, dry DMSO (4 mL) was added to the
reaction mixture. A nitrogen atmosphere was maintained throughout the reaction. Then,
the reaction mixture was stirred and heated at 110 ◦C for 15 h. After the completion of
the reaction, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature. From the reaction
mixture, the residue was extracted with distilled CHCl3 (slow addition, continuous stirring
in the presence of ice), then it was collected through filtration. The desired product was
purified by column chromatography using silica as stationary phase and DCM: methanol
(9:1) + 0.5% TEA as the eluent which finally afforded the desired compound (C) as yellow
solid (35 mg, 35% yield). The structure and chemical purity of the compound was confirmed
by 1H NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.76 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 8.42 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H),
8.24 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 7.85 (t, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.41 (s, 1H), 6.82 (d,
J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (s, 1H), 5.83 (dd, J = 9.4, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 3.43 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 3.41 (d,
J = 5.6 Hz, 2H), 1.73 (p, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.47 (h, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 0.99 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H).

13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 9.0, 13.8, 19.8, 29.9, 42.5, 45.5, 103.8, 107.1, 120.1,
121.6, 121.6, 121.6, 124.2, 129.5, 130.8, 134.5, 134.5, 134.6, 150.8, 162.5, 163.4, 171.2.

3.2. Photophysical Properties of the Probe

At the outset, to access the suitability and applicability of any fluorescent probe for
bioimaging, it was requisite to deeply understand its intrinsic properties including solvent-
dependent absorption, emission and the excited-state lifetime, optical purity, concentration-
dependent absorption and emission, photostability, and pH sensitivity. Figure 1 conveys the
ground state and excited state characteristics of the synthesized probe in different solvents.
Concentration-dependent UV–Vis. absorption study unveiled a linear relationship between
the absorbance of the probe vs. its concentration in DMSO (Figure S7).

Ruling out any possibility of aggregation in this concentration range. Hence, the work-
ing concentration of dye was chosen as 10 µM for the spectroscopic measurements. As seen
in Figure 1a, in a good solvent like DMSO, UV–Vis. spectra of the probe showed the emer-
gence of a broad absorption band in the visible region, mostly centered on λabs

max = 448 nm.
Usually, the unsubstituted 1,8-naphthalimide core absorbs in the UV region in solution, but
here the absorption of the probe His-NMI-Bu was elongated up to 500 nm region, which
is presumably due to extended conjugation between donor n-butylamine and NMI core
through 4-position of NMI. Apart from this strong absorption in the 400–500 nm regime, a
small peak also arose nearby 284 nm by the contribution of histidine moiety (Figure S7).
Consequently, the emission spectrum was collected on exciting the probe at 448 nm, which
demonstrated an intense fluorescence in DMSO. The maximum emission of the dye was per-
ceived in the green region with λem

max = 538 nm (inset of Figure 1a), thus allowing the probe
to attain a large Stokes shift characteristic in solution. The magnitude of the Stokes shift
(∆λ = λem

max − λabs
max) determined in DMSO was calculated as 90 nm. The optical purity of the

probe was validated from the superimposable nature of absorption and excitation spectra
(monitoring wavelength 538 nm) in DMSO. Solvent polarity-dependent absorption spectra
recorded in a range of non-polar to polar solvents manifested that the absorption maximum
gradually shifts towards a longer wavelength region while increasing the solvent polarity
(Table S1 and Figure 1b). For example, it can be mentioned, λabs

max in CHCl3 and H2O were
detected at 435 nm and 455 nm, respectively, denoting a 20 nm bathochromic shift occurred
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between these two extremely non-polar and polar solvents. This gradual bathochromic
shift in the absorption spectrum with increasing polarity of the surrounding dielectric
medium divulged the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) property of the probe existing
in the ground state. This notable UV–Vis. property encouraged us to measure the emission
spectra of the probe in solution. Akin to UV–Vis. absorption spectra, the fluorescence
intensity of the probe at 540 nm as a function of concentration showed no deviation from
linearity (Figure S8). A careful analysis of the solvent polarity-dependent emission profile
of the probe provides the information that the probe exhibited a broad emission in the
450–700 nm regime without generating any vibrational features. The emission profile of the
probe in different solvents brought a similar outcome, i.e., the solvent polarity-influenced
occurrence of red-shift (40 nm between CHCl3 and H2O), as shown in Figure 1c. The evolu-
tion of structureless absorption and emission spectra in different solvents in congruent with
appreciable bathochromic shift while increasing solvent polarity endows strong evidence
for the ICT nature of our synthesized probe. Time-resolved emission measurement un-
veiled that the average fluorescence lifetime (τavg) of the probe was evaluated in a range of
9.6–10.3 ns in the solvents except for H2O in which the value was obtained comparatively
low as 4.0 ns, as given in Figure 1d and Table S1. The huge reduction of τavg in H2O can
be anticipated as a result of a specific solvent effect, i.e., H-bonding interaction between
the histidine moiety of the probe and surrounding H2O molecules. The probe is highly
fluorescent in solution as unveiled by greater rel. ΦFl, the relative quantum yield value was
obtained exceptionally higher in DMSO (rel. ΦFl. = 0.81) and 1,4-dioxane (rel. ΦFl. = 1.12)
than remaining solvents. The near unity FLQY is attributed to prominent radiative de-
cay from the S1 state to the ground state in those particular solvents as corroborated by
kr and knr values in selective three solvents 1,4-dioxane, DMSO, and H2O. The values are
represented as: kr (1,4-dioxane) = 1.1 × 108 s−1 and knr (1,4-dioxane) = 0.1 × 108 s−1, kr
(DMSO) = 0.8 × 108 s−1 and knr (DMSO) = 0.2 × 108 s−1, kr (H2O) = 0.5 × 108 s−1 and
knr (H2O) = 2.0 × 108 s−1 (Table S2). Next, to verify the photostability of our probe in
solution, the fluorescence kinetics profile was monitored in an MES buffer for a long time
(t = 150 min) by keeping the light source intensity 100 lx. The emission kinetics in Figure S9
depicted no change in intensity after 2.5 h, signifying the photostability of the fluoroprobe,
which is a crucial factor for bioimaging study.
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daylight and UV light illumination; solvent-dependent (b) absorption and (c) emission spectra of the
probe (10 µM) (d) time-resolved fluorescence decay of the probe measured in different solvents.

3.3. Computational Investigations

Followed by spectroscopic investigations, our next aspect was to understand the
electronic property and theoretically validate the ICT property of the probe as previously
discussed. In addition to that, we also investigated how chelation of the probe with Hg2+

can influence the electron density and FMOs energy. The DFT calculation was carried
out using the Gaussian 16 program at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory [56]. DFT
studies revealed, for His-NMI-Br and His-NMI-Bu, both HOMO and LUMO electron
density localizes on NMI core along with the peri-substituted Br atom and -NH group.
A careful analysis depicts that the extent of electron localization for HOMO is more on
peri-substituted Br and -NH groups, whereas electron-poor imide moiety mostly acquires
LUMO density. In addition, a comparative FMOs energy analysis manifests a significant
upraise of HOMO energy by an amount of 1.176 eV for His-NMI-Bu than its precursor
His-NMI-Br. Simultaneously, the LUMO level is also elevated by a factor of 0.637 eV as
shown in Figure 2. It can be worthily mentioned that the extent of elevation for HOMO
is so prominent than corresponding LUMO, it leads to reduce the overall electronic band
gap energy (Eg = 6.283 eV and 5.744 eV for His-NMI-Br and His-NMI-Bu, respectively).
These theoretical outcomes unequivocally establish the ICT characteristics of probe His-
NMI-Bu, which is absent in the bromo derivative. Next, our focus was to screen the
electronic distribution of FMOs for probe + Hg2+ complex and evaluate the binding energy
for probe-Hg2+ chelation. As observed for two previous compounds, the electron cloud
of HOMO is mainly concentrated on NMI and -NH moieties. On the other hand, the
electron localization of LUMO is totally distinct in comparison to those aforementioned two
derivatives, LUMO density is completely shifted from NMI core to Hg-histidine moiety.
This profound shift in LUMO is attributed to the strong electron-withdrawing effect of
charged species centered on the Hg2+-histidine region. Notable to mention, a huge change
in electronic distribution reflected in deep stabilization of the LUMO level for probe + Hg2+

complex (ELUMO = −8.885 eV) than His-NMI-Bu only (ELUMO = −6.861 eV). Consequently,
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap was obtained very low (Eg = 2.247 eV) for the complex than
unreacted probe molecule.

This dramatic change in localization of LUMO as well as spatial separation of HOMO
and LUMO, and very small energy gap indicates the possibility of through space elec-
tron/charge transfer from NMI core (HOMO) to metal-coordination site (LUMO). The
high susceptibility of electron transfer might be highly responsible for showing a change
in excited state electronic property leading to quenching of fluorescence in solution. The
electrostatic potential map and energy values of FMOs for two compounds and complexes
are provided in Figures S10–S12 and Tables S3–S5. The binding energy value for probe-Hg2+

complex is theoretically evaluated as Eb = −7.9 × 104 kJ/mol.

3.4. pH-Dependent Absorption and Emission Studies

Figure 3a,b convey the absorption and emission spectra of the synthesized probe at
different buffer solutions with varied pH. While measuring the absorption and emission
spectra, the probe was dissolved in buffer solutions and consequently, spectra were mea-
sured. UV–Vis. and fluorescence titration ensued no significant change in the characteristic
absorption or emission of the probe while changing the pH of the solution. The absorbance
at 450 nm and intensity at 560 nm displayed no noticeable change in absorbance and
emission (inset of Figure 3a,b). This outcome indicated that upon protonation of imidazole
nitrogen at lower pH or deprotonation of -COOH group at higher pH, it did not register
any change in the spectroscopic profile of His-NMI-Bu which has made it an ideal pH
invariant probe suitable for organelle imaging. In addition to that, these results also en-
sured that no photoinduced electron transfer (PET) process occurred between the NMI core
and histidine moiety. PET can be exclusively found in 1,8-substituted NIs reported in the
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previous literature, where electron transfer between donor on imide position and acceptor
(NMI core) or vice versa effectively quenches the fluorescence intensity of those dyes in a
solution that acts as a bottleneck in live cell imaging.
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3.5. Spectroscopic Studies for Hg2+ Sensing

Next, our attention was to investigate the fluorometric detection of physiologically
relevant various metal ions including harmful mercury ions in solution by our fluorescent
probe His-NMI-Bu. To obtain the sensitivity of the probe towards Hg2+ ions, a fluorescence
titration experiment was carried out between probe (10 µM) and HgCl2 analyte of different
concentrations in MES (pH = 6.2) buffer solution. As depicted in Figure 4a, the probe
initially possessed intense yellowish-green emission centered at 560 nm in MES buffer, but
upon gradual addition of HgCl2 (0–200 µM), the probe exhibited significant fluorescence
quenching (~3-fold), thus referring the probe as turn-off fluorescent sensor. It was inter-
esting to observe that the fluorescence depletion was prominent at a lower concentration
range (0–10 µM), after that it showed a little change in intensity to reach the saturation at a
relatively higher concentration (Figure 4b). Upon treatment of the probe with Hg2+, the
emission color of the solution was changed from greenish-yellow to colorless as evident
from the inset image of Figure 4b. The limit of detection (LOD) value in the MES buffer
was procured very low as 0.52 µM. The fluorescence response towards Hg2+ is attributed
to chelation-induced fluorescence attenuation. The binding stoichiometry of the probe and
Hg2+ ion was obtained 1:1 as revealed by the Job’s plot (Figure S13). Consequently, the
binding constant value was evaluated as Kb = (6.9 ± 0.1) × 106 M−1 by fitting (1:1 binding)
the graph of intensity at 560 nm vs. concentration of Hg2+ (Figure S14) which follows the
equations mentioned below. 1H NMR study unveiled the disappearance of -NH proton
in imidazole moiety due to gaining acidic and exchangeable nature caused by electron
donation from N-atom to Hg2+ ion (Figure S15). This result denoted the occurrence of
the probe–Hg2+ complexation through the chelation mechanism. The formation of probe-
Hg2+ chelated complex via 1:1 binding was further confirmed from mass spectra depicting
m/z = 608.1372 (Figure S16). Furthermore, to get an idea about the time-dependent re-
sponse also with varied concentrations, fluorescence kinetics was performed in MES buffer
at 295 K by keeping monitoring wavelength as 560 nm. The fluorescence kinetics of probe
(10 µM) with 0.25 equiv. (2.5 µM) Hg2+ manifested a sharp diminish of intensity just after
the addition of mercury chloride and it reached the plateau at t = 10 min. Interestingly, at a
relatively higher concentration of Hg2+, the extent of quenching became more as evident
from Figure 4c. The outcomes of the kinetics decipher that a lower concentration of Hg2+

was not enough to quench the emission of the probe significantly, the residual fluorescence
comes from the unreacted fluoroprobe. On the other hand, the quenching became promi-
nent at a relatively higher equivalent due to the effective reaction/chelation of the probe
with Hg2+ and thus, a saturation of intensity was obtained at a longer time. In addition
to that, it should be mentioned that a marginal change in intensity was observed between
10 equiv. (100 µM) and 20 equiv. (200 µM) Hg2+ in the kinetics profile indicating 10 equiv.
of mercury ions (100 µM) are sufficient to show maximum quenching of the probe emission
in the solution. Furthermore, in order to find the mechanism of quenching, i.e., static or
dynamic, we followed the Stern–Volmer kinetics study. The plot of I0/I with quencher
(Hg2+) concentration showed a linear relationship (Figure S17) that was well-matched with
the Stern–Volmer equation, i.e., I0

I = 1 + Ka[Q]. The time-resolved fluorescence decay was
also collected for probes with Hg2+ of different concentrations which revealed no change in
the decay and lifetime values (Figure S18 and Table S6). Hence, these studies corroborated
that Hg2+ chelation-induced fluorescence quenching is ascribed to static quenching that
occurred via the complexation of His-NMI-Bu with Hg2+ in solution. The fluorescence
depletion for the probe-Hg2+ complex is possibly due to through space photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) from the donor NMI core to the acceptor Hg2+-ligand [14].
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3.6. Selectivity Assay

To access the selectivity of the probe towards mercury ion (Hg2+) in solution, fluores-
cence titrations were performed for probe (10 µM) with various biologically active metal
ions including Na+, Zn2+, Pb2+, Ca2+, Co2+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Al3+, Cu2+, and Cd2+ (10 equiv. or
100 µM) in MES buffer of pH 6.2. The fluorescence study showed no significant quenching
in the emission intensity of the probe when treated with the metal ions except Hg2+ which
expressed a 3.8-fold decrease in intensity at the 560 nm band. The probe His-NMI-Bu
is highly selective towards Hg2+ which is also evident from the bar diagram revealing a
considerable change in intensity represented by (I0−I)/I0 = 0.76, whereas, for other metal
ions, the values were comparatively much less (<0.25), as seen in Figure 4d. It must be
noted here that I0 and I denote the intensity at the 560 nm band before and after the addition
of metal ions. The inset image of Figure 4d illustrates, upon treatment of the probe with
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Hg2+, the solution became faintly emissive, for other metal ions, the emission color of the
solution remained unchanged.

3.7. Solid-State Properties of Probe and Paper-Based Sensing

Further, we explored the solid-state optical properties of the probe His-NMI-Bu. In
the absorption spectrum, the probe showed a broad absorption band with λabs

max = 430 nm
associated with a peak at 480 nm as obtained by diffusion reflectance spectroscopy (Figure 5a).
The probe was orange-colored emissive (as seen under UV illumination) in a solid state
showing maximum emission centered at 588 nm (Figure 5b). The solid-state emission feature
of the probe was verified from the considerable absolute fluorescence QY (ΦFl = 3.0 ± 0.3%)
in powder form. The most possible reason for solid-state emission of the probe can be
thought of as interruption of π–π interaction between NMI cores caused by flexible histidine
moiety and n-butyl chain in the solid-state. Hence, to find out the potential of the fluorescent
probe for onsite practical application, paper-strip-based detection was carried out at various
concentrations of HgCl2. For that purpose, a set of clean Whatman filter papers was immersed
in 1.0 mM probe solution in DMSO and dried properly at RT (295 K). The stock solutions
of HgCl2 with various concentrations (0.01–10.0 mM) were prepared and equal volumes of
HgCl2 were added separately to each filter paper and again, kept in the open air. The filter
papers were placed under daylight and UV light (365 nm) before and after the treatment of
the HgCl2 solution. Initially, the intense, yellow-colored filter papers were highly emissive
(greenish-yellow) under UV illumination. However, after the addition of mercury ion, the filter
papers became faded and showed noticeable and rapid fluorescence quenching leading to
non-emissive features as detected by the naked eye (Figure 5c). Hence, it can be noteworthily
mentioned that the dye-loaded filter paper can detect low concentrations of Hg2+ (10 µM) and
the Hg2+-induced fluorescence quenching was prominent at a relatively higher concentration
(10 mM) of HgCl2 in the above-mentioned concentration range. This result signifies that the
probe can be very useful to construct a paper-based sensor for the effective detection of Hg2+

ions in real samples.
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of emission color change in the filter papers before and after the addition of HgCl2 dissolved in
Milli-Q H2O with different concentrations. Left: probe only and right: probe + HgCl2.

3.8. Bio-Imaging and Detection of Hg2+ Inside Lysosomes

Once the spectroscopic findings confirmed the probe’s ability to detect Hg2+ in vitro,
we moved to the bioimaging applications. Initially, the biocompatibility of the probe was
determined with the help of a standard MTT assay. For this purpose, live BHK-21 cells
were exposed to different probe concentrations for 24 h and the half-maximal inhibitory
concentration was found to be ~50 µM (Figure S19). Now, studying the specific localization
of His-NMI-Bu, if any, in the live cells was an important aspect to find out. The live cells
were treated with 5 µM for 15 min and imaged under a confocal microscope. In the green
emission channel, several punctate structures could be visualized throughout the cellular
cytoplasm and identified as lysosomes. To verify, fluorescence colocalization experiments
were performed with commercially available organelle trackers, i.e., Lysotracker Red,
MitoTracker Red, and ER Tracker Red. (Figure 6) Interestingly, it was found that His-
NMI-Bu specifically localized inside the lysosomal compartments with the corresponding
Pearson’s correlation coefficient value of 0.94. In the case of the organelles, the extent of
colocalization was much lesser and hence it can be confirmed that the probe is specific to
lysosomal localization. Moreover, the localization phenomena were further confirmed by
performing the colocalization experiment in the live HeLa cells to rule out any possibility
of specificity to any particular cell line (Figure S20). The selective localization of the probe
inside the lysosome is attributed to pKa = 6.0 of histidine moiety which is suitable for
targeting the acidic organelle lysosome with a pH value of 4.5–5.0.
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Figure 6. Confocal live cell colocalization experiments in BHK-21 cells. (a,e,i) show the FITC channel
images (λex = 488 nm, λem = 500–540 nm) stained with 5 µM His-NMI-Bu; (b,f,j) show TRITC channel
images (λex = 561 nm, λem = 570–630 nm) stained with 0.3 µM LysoTracker Red, ER Tracker Red,
and MitoTracker Red, respectively; (c,g,k) show the corresponding merge images; (d,h,l) shows the
scatter plot to obtain the respective Pearson’s correlation coefficients.
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Now, to further investigate the potential of His-NMI-Bu to sense the intracellular
response in presence of Hg2+, live BHK-21 cells were stained with His-NMI-Bu and there-
after treated with 10 µM HgCl2 for different periods. The confocal images show that the
lysosomal localization is gradually disrupted once the cells are exposed to Hg2+. The fluo-
rescence signal is visible from all over the cellular structure after 10 min treatment while a
longer treatment time of 20 min yielded images with very low signals from the cytoplasm
but bright fluorescence from the plasma membrane (Figure 7a–i). This observation can be
rationalized by the occurrence of lysosomal exocytosis that is caused due to the fusion of
the lysosomal membrane with the plasma membrane. Hence, it can be concluded that the
probe is an efficient candidate for sensing intracellular Hg2+ alongside being able to monitor
the lysosomal exocytosis phenomena in live cells. To further support our experimental
findings, we have also performed the reverse assay of the cellular HgCl2 treatment, i.e.,
the cells were pre-incubated with different concentrations of HgCl2 before staining with
His-NMI-Bu. Precisely, 5 µM and 10 µM of HgCl2 concentration were maintained for the
incubation period of 30 min. The cells were imaged and subsequently compared with the
Hg2+-untreated one. Maintaining consistency with our spectroscopic findings, a significant
drop in the fluorescence signal could be observed with increasing concentration of Hg2+

(Figure S21a–i). The corresponding DIC images confirm that cellular morphology was
intact and hence the incubating concentration of Hg2+ was non-cytotoxic for the said period.
Therefore, we can conclude that the probe can be regarded as an efficient tool to detect
lysosomal mercury levels.
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Figure 7. CLSM images of live BHK-21 cells showing the intracellular sensing response of Hg2+. Left
panel (a,d,g) shows the DIC images; middle panel (b,e,h) shows FITC channel images (λex = 488 nm,
λem = 500–540 nm) of cells stained with 5 µM His-NMI-Bu; right panel (c,f,i) shows the corresponding
merge images. After dye staining, the cells were treated with 10 µM HgCl2 and imaged after 10 min and
20 min (d–i). The gradual decrease in fluorescence intensity confirms the detection of Hg2+ inside the
lysosomal compartment.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a new histidine and butylamine-conjugated NMI
probe showing an intense greenish-yellow emission in solution. The probe holds ICT
characteristics in solution as validated by solvent polarity-dependent spectroscopic studies
and computational investigation. The probe selectively detects the toxic mercury ion by
exhibiting fluorescence quenching in solution with LOD 0.52 µM and binding constant
value in the order of 106 M−1. The high selectivity of the probe for the mercury ion is
also accessed from the selectivity assay with other metal ions. The filter paper-based
sensory system is developed for its practical application depicting the sensing of Hg2+ at
micromolar concentration. The notable stability of the probe over a wide pH range (5–10)
becomes useful for live cell imaging studies. The probe demonstrates exclusive lysosomal
localization inside the cellular system which has added an advantage to studying the
detection of mercury ions inside lysosomes. After treatment of the probe with HgCl2 inside
the lysosome, weak emission was perceived from the lysosomes as a consequence of the
accumulation of Hg2+. This outcome substantiates the potential of the probe to monitor
the level of mercury ions by taking advantage of the fluorescence technique inside the
subcellular organelle.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/chemosensors11030184/s1. Figure S1: 1H NMR spectrum of
His-NMI-Br in DMSO-d6 recorded at 500 MHz; Figure S2: 13C NMR spectrum of His-NMI-Br in
DMSO-d6 recorded at 126 MHz; Figure S3: 1H NMR spectrum of His-NMI-Bu in DMSO-d6 recorded
at 500 MHz; Figure S4: 13C NMR spectrum of His-NMI-Bu in DMSO-d6 recorded at 126 MHz;
Figure S5: ESI mass spectrum of His-NMI-Br; Figure S6: APCI mass spectrum of His-NMI-Bu;
Figure S7: (a) UV–Vis. absorption spectra of probe His-NMI-Bu as a function of concentration in
DMSO (b) Plot for absorbance at 446 nm vs. concentration of His-NMI-Bu in DMSO; Figure S8:
(a) Fluorescence spectra of probe His-NMI-Bu as a function of concentration in DMSO (b) Plot for
fluorescence intensity at 540 nm vs. concentration of His-NMI-Bu in DMSO. Table S1: Summarization
of photophysical data of His-NMI-Bu measured in different solvents; Table S2: Radiative and non-
radiative decay rates for probe in two solvents; Figure S9: Fluorescence kinetics of probe His-NMI-Bu
(10 µM) in MES buffer; Figure S10: Molecular electrostatic potential map for compound His-NMI-Br;
Table S3: Calculated energies of Kohn–Sham molecular orbitals (MO) of His-NMI-Br using DFT at the
B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory; Figure S11: Molecular electrostatic potential map for compound
His-NMI-Bu; Table S4: Calculated energies of Kohn–Sham molecular orbitals (MO) of His-NMI-Bu
using DFT at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory; Figure S12: Molecular electrostatic potential
map for compound His-NMI-Bu + Hg2+; Table S5: Calculated energies of Kohn–Sham molecular
orbitals (MO) of His-NMI-Bu + Hg2+ using DFT at the CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory;
Figure S13: Job’s plot for His-NMI-Bu with HgCl2 in MES buffer at pH 6.2; Figure S14: Fitted
plot of fluorescence intensity as a function of Hg2+ concentration; Figure S15: Comparison of 1H
NMR spectra between probe only and probe + Hg2+ complex in DMSO-d6 recorded at 500 MHz.
Figure S16: ESI mass spectrum of His-NMI-Bu-Hg complex; Figure S17: Plot of I0/I vs. concentra-
tion of Hg2+ derived from concentration-dependent fluorescence study in MES buffer; Figure S18:
(a) Time-resolved fluorescence decay of His-NMI-Bu with HgCl2 of different concentration in MES
buffer (b) Plot for average lifetime vs. concentration of Hg2+ in MES buffer; Table S6: Detailed
fluorescence lifetime values with contribution of components in MES buffer; Figure S19: MTT assay
showing cell viability in the presence of probe His-NMI-Bu (0–50 µM); Figure S20: Confocal live cell
colocalization experiments in Hela cells; Figure S21: CLSM images of live BHK-21 cells showing the
intracellular response of Hg2+.
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